
EYFS Theme Knowledge Organiser - Famous People and Events - Summer 2

Tier 2 Vocabulary

famous to go from one place to another

past time occurring before the current time of 
speaking

present time existing or occurring now

change to make or become something different 

timeline a representation of a period of time on which 
important events are marked

Tier 3 Vocabulary

inventor one who invents or creates

explorer a person who explores an area that is not known

Bolton the town that we live in

United Kingdom a nation in northwestern Europe on the islands of 
Great Britain and Ireland and made up of 
England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland 

Vocabulary Knowledge

New Knowledge:  
To recall some important narratives 
To understand that these people/events lived /took place ‘in the 
past’ 
To begin to develop a sense of chronology  
To know some famous local people 

Amir Khan is a British former professional 
boxer who competed from 2005 to 2022. At 
regional level, he held the Commonwealth 
lightweight title from 2007 to 2008. 

Alan Turing  was a famous Mathematician.  
He was best known for creating machines 
that helped crack the Enigma code, and 
laying the foundations for modern computers 
and artificial intelligence.

Samuel Crompton was a British inventor. His 
invention called the spinning mule changed 
the cotton industry.  
The spinning mule improved upon two 
things: the speed of yarn production and 
the quality of the yarn.

Emmeline Pankhurst was a leader of the 
women’s rights movement during the late 1800s 
and early 1900s in England.  
She worked for 40 years to achieve equal voting 
rights for women and men.

We live in the North West of 
England, in a town called 

Bolton. There are lots of 
famous people from the 
North West. This includes 
Amir Khan, a boxer and 
Peter Kay, a comedian.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_boxer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Professional_boxer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonwealth_Boxing_Council
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lightweight
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/womens-rights/353931
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/spinning-mule/630106
https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/cotton/353006

